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Materials

Use only recyclable materials to create the “Robo Sharks.” 
Then, have your students take their creaons to a recycling 
center and recycle them.

Deeper Depths

Action
Lead your students in a discussion about environmental problems in the oceans. Spe-
cies that can’t adapt to environmental changes go exnct. Other species do adapt to 
environmental changes. What kind of adaptaons might they develop?

Invite students to use their imaginaons to arscally create their own futurisc 
shark out of scrap materials, working alone or in cooperave groups. Have each stu-
dent or work group write a brief descripon of their shark’s habitat, adaptaons, 
prey, etc. How do these adaptaons enable the shark to survive in its futurisc habi-
tat? Allow each student (or group) a chance to share their creaon with the class.
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Background
Humans use the ocean Humans use the ocean for transportaon, harvesng food and minerals, and recreaon. 
And because all water eventually reaches the ocean, the things we do on land also affect 
the oceans. Some of our acons can be harmful: in the past, humans have destroyed habi-
tats, dumped various pollutants into the ocean, and overharvested certain animals. Human 
acvies can speed up environmental changes. By changing the environment quickly and 
radically, we have the ability to completely destroy a habitat for which an animal is adapt-
ed. The environment we leave behind may be so different from the animal’s habitat that 
the animal lacthe animal lacks the adaptaons necessary to survive there. If there are no members of the 
populaon that can survive the environmental change, the enre populaon will become 
exnct. We have the responsibility to study our ecosystem and learn how it works so we 
can predict how our acons might affect it.


